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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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RULES OF (BUSINESS) 
ENGAGEMENT
Looking at someone else’s website and thinking, “I’m worth that amount too” is not good 

business practice. Proof is always stronger than copy and salesmanship. The more proof 

you have of your statistics, story and results, told in other people’s testimonials, the easier 

it will be to sell. But some basic business strategies for finding a number to start with can 

be found in 3 basic steps:

 1. Know what other companies are charging in your area

 2. Start low, get more clients, slowly raise price (but not annually)

 3. Follow your gut. When you know your clients through your good relationship,   

     ask them.

SERVE THE MASSES OR 
THE CLASSES
You can charge $100 per your session but if you only have 4 clients, that’s not a lot of 

money. However, if you charge $40 and you have 10 clients, this gives you more experience 

and more people can afford the services so your business will scale more easily through 

affordability and word of mouth. But making the sale is less about the dollar amount and 

more about the psychology.

7 RULES FOR 
SUCCESSFUL PRICING
 1. Make valuable offers and deliver big value

 2. Lose the poverty mindset. This is not the same as having confidence but is about   

      recognition of the value you bring to someone with a need, pain or desire.

 3. Be confident. You should not be uncomfortable asking for money when you know  
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      how amazing the value is in the transformation you bring.

 4. Know the value of what you’re offering. If you think the price is too cheap for   

      your services then you’re probably at the right price point for listing your services.

 5. Become a person of value. Don’t be cheap by only helping when people pay for   

      your time. 

 6. Build relationship. Don’t sell or push; invite.

 7. Ask. Don’t ramble. Present the solution and collect the payment.

HOW TO GET PAID
Collecting payments is easy. One solution is to get paid with check or cash. While you may 

not always know the likelihood of getting a bad check, these two methods are otherwise 

fee-free. 

Apps are great for person-to-person payments and as you first start your business. But 

using a business account can also limit you with options in apps, as most of them that are 

free were designed for personal use. However, as you get started, it’s worth checking out 

the options available through your bank and apps such as these.

Zelle: Chase QuickPay® with ZelleSM is a great example of a payment processor. It’s free 

to use and transfer money to and from clients without fees. The limits on transfers are 

high, making higher volume business easy to complete. Many other banks offer a similar, 

competitive program. This option will only grow as banks cater more to mobile banking 

versus traditional. 

Venmo: Owned by PayPal, Venmo is another option for person-to-person payments. It’s 

free for some uses but there are fees for others and there are fees for certain transfers 

to your bank. Also, unless you or your clients fail to set privacy settings for each payment, 

everyone can see your business: who your clients are, how much they’re paying you, any 

personal session notes written, etc.
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Other great options to check out include:

           Square Cash

           PayPal

           Google Wallet

           Facebook

DO YOUR MATH
What pricing is being charged in my area for similar services? 

What price do I want to charge? 
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Why did I choose that number? 

What experiences or skills do I have that validate that number? 

If I choose an app, what fees would I have to pay? 
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Calculate

Fees x your desired price to charge = business loss

App: (fees)     x  =                x 12 months =             loss / year

App: (fees)     x  =                x 12 months =             loss / year

App: (fees)     x  =                x 12 months =             loss / year

App: (fees)     x  =                x 12 months =             loss / year

App: (fees)     x  =                x 12 months =             loss / year

Make smart decisions as you grow your business. Remember that ‘write offs’ aren’t money 

you saved, it’s money you spent! And when you’re ready to BUILD out your platform even 

more, we’ll see you in the training!
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